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About This Game

Three Dead Zed is an action/puzzle-platformer in which you take control of an experimental zombie that can transform into
three unique and distinct forms. With quick reflexes, a little problem solving, and some rescued kittens, players make a violent

exit that won't be forgotten by their captors. This is a zombie game that brings out your inner child, then chews on its brain.

Features

Lighthearted visuals and storyline infectiously brings a smile to your face

Gamepad and keyboard support with custom keyboard rebinding
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Challenge Stages will test your skills after completing the main game

Charming hand drawn characters, animations, and effects

Achievements and trading cards

Digital art book showing a sample of our creative process

Cats In tinfoil hats

Note: Linux version does not contain Steam achievements at this time.
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Title: Three Dead Zed
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Gentleman Squid Studio
Publisher:
Gentleman Squid Studio
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2014
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The story is sort of odd, but I really like this game (or visual novel)

pros:the soundtrack is great
  interesting story
  has a mysterious and somewhat dystopian 'real' feel to it; a man trapped in hell dealing with impossible challenges and living
conditions.

cons:can be unexplained at times
  poor translationhere and there

summary: overall I think that this is great and i would reccomend buying it, if anything on sale though.. I got this game as part of
a bundle - I personally would not pay the full price for it.

Overall I enjoyed this game and think it is worth a play if you enjoy hidden object games. The artwork and music were both
well-done and the hidden object scenes were not too difficult - though I wish there had been more. Achievements are relatively
easy to complete and I was able to get 100% completion. I finished the game in 3 hours.

The game felt very short to me. This is a personal preference, but I like hidden object games that require some "exploring" and
backtracking to previously visited rooms. This game did not really require that except in a couple of cases, so it made the game
feel very short because you complete all tasks in one room and then just move onto the next and do the same. Again, I recognize
this is a personal preference but I thought I would mention it.

There is also some awkward English and typos throughout which I do feel detracts from these types of games.. I played this
game since GamersFirst had it and i've played countless hours, untill they switched publisher to T3. Not because of that, but
because of Real Life, i left Granado Espada untill recently i saw it back on steam again.

First i want to state that a lot of the reviews given are based on earlier versions of this game (before steam and even before the
current owner, T3). A lot have changed since then. For example:
I've read a review that stated to progress after lvl 100, you need to pay. This is false. You pay some shiny crystals which drop
enough within 30 minutes in (almost) every area to promote and advance.

Is this game pay to win? Depends on how you look at it i think. You can make enough ingame currency to get almost everything
you want. There are a few things that are behind a paywall, but for sure not needed to win. The beauty about this game is that
you don't have to do the grinding yourself. Leave them on a proper spot over night and you will have results. For my life, which
includes a job, child and woman, this is ideal. I don't have to actively grind to progress, i can leave them and check later
whenever i want to. But, patience is required with this game. If you are one of those greedy (usually kids) that have to have
everything as fast as possible and expect it to be free, don't play!

Yes, sometimes it is a buggy game. But, look around you, what device or software comes without any bugs these days?

I would defenitaly recommend this game if you wanna play something else then generic. If you have a real life and still want
some virtual fun, this one is a good one to play. Give it a try, it's free!. I originally thought this would be a boring game to play,
but after this past couple hours of playing I can honestly say that it wasn't entirely what I was expecting. Compared to what that
was, ended up being less porn, and a heaping helping of comedy that boarded on the line between quirky and insane.

In simpler words, I ♥♥♥♥ing loved it.

All the endings will be mine!. They don't lie.
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i like this software
it's a great piece of software for when you want to create... anything, really.
also
10/10 customer service
i had a bug
around 12 hours later the bug was fixed and and a new update came out. I don't know what I bought this at but if it was more
than a dollar I feel bad.
It's not a good game to me.
Literally all it is is pressing a spacebar while physcadelic\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665happens.
Please don't buy it unless you're okay with wasting a dollar. Fantastic. They nailed the CAVE feeling while allowing it to be
accessible to newcomers - quite a feat that deserves applause. Lovely artwork, great soundtrack. One of the best and most
polished indie shmups out there.. I got it for free with pre-order. Awesome pack and all 9 bucks is pushing it IMO tho for
something that should've been in the base game, but if you're really into the game, buy it 100% buy it. If you just mess around
with the game and don't play often, I would forget about it for now.

It is shady stuff to release day 1 DLC I need to say that. Stuff that is already done before you release a game, should be in the
game, not charged extra. You already do not have that many leaders to start out with in the first place. This should've been in the
game. F*** you guys for doing this.. I keep getting these free DLCs since I bought the deluxe bundle. Im pretty happy with
them :D. It was a very nice game, with a good storyline.. You've spent years assembling a competitive football franchise, and
you've finally seen the success you have anticipated. It's the Superbowl, and you're down 35-28 with two minutes left. Your
franchise QB (dare I say future Hall of Famer?) leads a decisive two minute drill to tie the game at 35-35, and for the first time
ever the Superbowl goes into overtime. You receive the kick and once again drive down the field, but you are stopped near the
opponent's 40 yard line. It's fourth down and 1 yard to go, and it's too far to kick a reliable field goal. You could punt the ball
away, but your defense has been exposed today, and you doubt that they can hold. You could go for the first down, but if you
fail you'll give your opponent's high-flying offense the ball back with a chance to win the game in excellent field position.
Weighing your options, you finally decide to try and go for the first down. You line up in a power run formation, with your
opponent in a goal line formation, and you run the ball straight up the gut of the defense. Your RB takes the handoff -- and is
stuffed by the opponent's defense.

You turn the ball over on downs and the opponents march down the field and score the game-ending field goal.

Only then do you realize the sheer effort required to create a championship franchise, and only then do you realize you could
lose it all in overtime of the biggest game of the year. There are no medals for valor, and no trophies for second place.

But hey -- at least your franchise left tackle is signed to a team-friendly deal for the next five years. Surely if we've made the
Superbowl once we can make it again?. Oooo, I like stuff like this. Especially for free. This one consists of two proof-in-
concepts. The first one is heavy platforming in hell without any monsters or anything else, just platforming in immersive setting.
Was done for some publisher, has all the assets. Pretty fun, albeit there are of course peeps who hate FPS platforming. But it's
not slippery here, so. The second pard is when devs went indies, cue placeholders. Still platforming but now with spooky
Amnesia-inspired creatures here and there. But since it's placeholder you get hiraliously spooky orcs.

Too bad that some players think of it as demo versions of sorts. The released games barely have any platforming so this one
would make a bad demo.. Open world walk for 10min hit the end of the map and fall to my death.World is empty did not see 1
zombie in the open world i think the most fun i had with this was jumping of the edge of map. It is alpha but i don't see this
game going far.. Awful.. so dissapointed, nothing like the first one at all feels like its aimed more towards children
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